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- INTRODUCTION
Thank you for choosing NIREEKA ebikes.
We hope you will take as much pleasure from riding with it, as we have taken from developing it.
We have dedicated all our effort and know-how to your bike, but we are open to your comments.
Please don’t hesitate to send us your comments and feedback which will help us to improve our
products.
Again, thanks for choosing NIREEKA Company!
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- FRAME NUMBER/SERIAL NUMBER
All the Nireeka bikes come with a unique frame number printed on the frame. You will need this frame
number along with your order number for various purposes such as registering your bike in your
country and getting insurance for your bike. In order for getting any after-sales services from Nireeka,
you might be asked to take a picture of your frame number and send it to the Nireeka
representatives. Your frame number on your Nyx is printed on the back of the seat tube in the below
format.

“19” - NYX - #0127”
The first number is your frame size in inches. Check page 6 for more details about the frame size.
The second item is your model name, which is NYX in this case.
The third one is your frame number.
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- FRAME SIZE
Getting the correct size bike is very important. The frame is the most expensive and hardest to
replace part of your bike. Frame size generally refers to frame height, the length of the seat tube from
the bottom bracket (crank bearing) to the top tube. (The size of a bike is typically measured at the
frame. The measurement typically refers to the length of the seat tube, top tube, or the distance from
the center of the bottom bracket to the end of the seat tube.)
According to the frame size chart below, the right frame of your own easily could be chosen:

HEIGHT

BIKE SIZE

FRAME SIZE

WHEEL SIZE

5' to 6'5"
152.4 to 198.12 cm

M

19 Inch / 48.26 cm

29" / 73.66 cm
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For maximum safety, be sure to read this user's manual
thoroughly before use, and follow them for correct use.
- IMPORTANT NOTICE
• Do not disassemble or alter this product.
• Use the product according to local laws and regulations.
• The Bluetooth® word, mark, and logo are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.,
and any use of such marks by Nireeka Technologies Inc. is under license. Other trademarks and
trade names are those of their respective owners.

-

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
Guidelines that require replacement, contact the place of purchase, or a bike dealer.
Be sure to observe the following to avoid burns or other injury from fluid leakages, overheating,
fire or explosions.

-

HANDLING THE BATTERY
• Do not deform, modify, disassemble, or apply solder directly to the battery. Doing so may cause
leakage, overheating, bursting, or ignition of the battery.
• Do not leave the battery near sources of heat such as heaters. Do not heat the battery or
throw it into a fire. Doing so may cause bursting or ignition of the battery.
• Do not subject the battery to strong shocks or throw it. If this is not observed, overheating,
bursting, or fire may occur.
• Do not place the battery into freshwater or seawater and do not allow the battery terminals to get
wet. Doing so may cause overheating, bursting, or ignition of the battery.
• Use the Nireeka specified charger and observe the specified charging conditions when
charging the specified battery. Not doing so may cause overheating, bursting, or ignition of the
battery.
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TO ENSURE SAFE RIDING
• Do not give too much of your attention to the cycle computer display while riding, otherwise,
accidents may result.
• Check wheels installed securely on the bike before commencing riding. If wheels are not
securely installed, the bike may fall over and serious injury may result.
• If riding in power-assisted mode, make sure that you are fully familiar with the starting-off
characteristics of the bike before riding on roads with several vehicle lanes and pedestrian
footpaths. If the bike starts off suddenly, accidents may result.
• Check that the bike lights illuminate before riding at night.

-

USING THE PRODUCT SAFELY
• Be sure to remove the battery and charging cable before wiring or attaching parts to the bike.
Otherwise, an electric shock may result.
• When charging the battery while it is installed on the bike, do not move the bike. The power
plug for the battery charger may come loose and not be fully inserted into the electrical outlet,
resulting in a risk of fire.
• When installing this product, be sure to follow the instructions given in the user's manual.
Furthermore, it is recommended that you use only genuine Nireeka parts at these times. If bolts
and nuts are left loosened or the product is damaged, the bike may suddenly fall over and
serious injury may result.
• Do not disassemble the product. Disassembling may cause injury to persons.
• After reading the user's manual carefully, keep it in a safe place for later reference.

-

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES; LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

You expressly agree that your use of, or inability to use, the service is at your sole risk. The service
and all products and services delivered to you through the service are (except as expressly stated by
us) provided 'as is' and 'as available for your use, without any representation, warranties, or conditions
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of any kind, either express or implied, including all implied warranties or conditions of merchantability,
merchantable quality, fitness for a particular purpose, durability, title, and non-infringement.
In no case shall NIREEKA E-BIKES, our directors, officers, employees, affiliates, agents, contractors,
interns, suppliers, service providers, or licensors be liable for any injury, loss, claim, or any direct,
indirect, incidental, punitive, special, or consequential damages of any kind, including, without
limitation lost profits, lost revenue, lost savings, loss of data, replacement costs, or any similar
damages, whether based in contract, tort (including negligence), strict liability or otherwise, arising
from your use of any of the service or any products procured using the service, or for any other claim
related in any way to your use of the service or any product, including, but not limited to, any errors or
omissions in any content, or any loss or damage of any kind incurred as a result of the use of the
service or any content (or product) posted, transmitted, or otherwise made available via the service,
even if advised of their possibility. Because some countries or states or jurisdictions do not allow the
exclusion or the limitation of liability for consequential or incidental damages, in such areas, our liability
shall be limited to the maximum extent permitted by law.

USER COMMENT, FEEDBACK, AND OTHER SUBMISSIONS TO ANY OF OUR
OFFICIAL CHANNELS
If at our request, you send certain specific submissions (for example contest entries) or without a
request from us you send creative ideas, suggestions, proposals, plans, or other materials, whether
online, by email, by postal mail, or otherwise (collectively, 'comments), you agree that we may, at any
time, without restriction, edit, copy, publish, distribute, translate and otherwise use in any medium any
comments that you forward to us. We are and shall be under no obligation (1) to maintain any
comments in confidence; (2) to pay compensation for any comments; or (3) to respond to any
comments.
We may, but have no obligation to, monitor, edit or remove content that we determine in our sole
discretion are unlawful, offensive, threatening, libelous, defamatory, pornographic, obscene, or
otherwise objectionable or violates any party’s intellectual property or these Terms of Service.
You agree that your comments will not violate any third party’s rights, including copyright, trademark,
privacy, personality, or other personal or proprietary rights. You further agree that your comments will
not contain libelous or otherwise unlawful, abusive, or obscene material, or contain any computer virus
or other malware that could in any way affect the operation of the Service or any related website. You
may not use a false e-mail address, pretend to be someone other than yourself, or otherwise mislead
us or third-parties as to the origin of any comments. You are solely responsible for any comments you
make and their accuracy. We take no responsibility and assume no liability for any comments posted
by you or any third party.
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Disclaimer
The battery should be charged for at least 4 hours every two weeks, even if the bike is not used
for any reason, although the cells will be corrupted and the warranty doesn't cover that.
Bicycling involves the risk of injury and damage. By choosing to ride a bike, you assume full
responsibility for the risks. Know the rules of safe and responsible riding and practice them. It is
up to you to ensure you know how to use and maintain your bike. Do not ride the bike if you see
a defective part or damage or any probable injury will be your responsibility. Be sure to always
ride with a helmet.
Be aware that trail and road conditions are constantly changing. Use caution when bicycling and
be aware that directions and advice in this Guide may not always reflect real-world conditions.
Nireeka Technologies Inc. is not responsible for personal injury or damage to personal property
arising in conjunction with using this Guide. Sound judgment and proper preparation are
essential to traveling by bike. Before heading out onto a bikeway, it is recommended that you
check with other sources of information for the latest trail/road conditions.
Do not tamper with your bike. Tampering is removing or replacing any original equipment or
modifying your bike in any way that may change its design and/or operation. Such changes may
seriously impair the handling, stability, and other aspects of the bike, making it unsafe to ride.
Tampering can void the warranty and render your bike, not in compliance with the applicable
laws and regulations. To ensure safety, quality, and reliability, use only original parts or
NIREEKA authorized replacements for repair and replacement. NIREEKA is not responsible for
any direct, incidental, or consequential damages, including, without limitation, damages for
personal injury, property damage, or economic losses due to tampering.
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QUICK INSTALLATION
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UNPACKING

Check the box carefully for any damage.
Put the box on the ground and pull the package out by grabbing the frame and rear wheel.
The package includes:
-

-

Nireeka Nyx fully-assembled bike
Front-wheel
Saddle
Battery
Charger
Battery key (Inside the Charger box)
User’s Manuals
Pedals
Wooden Beam
Frame Protector
LCD Display
Bottle Holder
Extras (Any other parts and accessories that you've ordered such as taillight, helmet, backpack,
etc)

*Your upgrades are included.

ATTENTION: Every NIREEKA E-bike is delivered in a custom E-bike box already almost fully assembled.
The only part that needs to be assembled in the front wheel, the handlebar, and the display.
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FRONT

WHEEL

The front wheel hub is the thru-axle model.

1. Pull out the brake's pad protector gently.
(See photo No.1)

2.

Locate the rotor inside the brake caliper
and align the hub in the front fork dropout.

(See photo No.2)

NOTE: When installing the front wheel in the
fork, make sure the brake pads aren't dislodged.

⚠ WARNING
Check the lever to be secured otherwise it
causes serious damage or death.
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3. Insert two pieces of bushings on the right,
and left sides.
(See photo No.3)

4. Insert the thru-axle shaft from the rotor
side.
(See photo No.4)

5. Fasten the shaft nut using a 7/8" (22mm)
open-end wrench. (Torque: 9-13.5 N.m)
(See photo No.5)
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THE

HANDLEBAR

1. Adjust the handlebar in the proper and
straight position.
(See photo No.1)

2. Fasten the bolts on the back of the stem
respectively.
(See photo No.2)
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THE

PEDALS

1. There is a small letter on each pedal
indicating on which side it should be
installed. You need to install each pedal
on the correct side of the Crank Arm. “L”
stands for Left and “R” stands for Right.

2. If you’re standing on the right side of the
bike, the right pedal should be tightened
clockwise using a 6mm Allen key, as
shown in the picture.
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3. If you’re standing on the left side of the
bike, the left pedal should be tightened
anticlockwise using a 6mm Allen key, as
shown in the picture.

Note: You can also use a 15mm open-end
wrench instead of an Allen key.
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INSTALLING THE DISPLAY

1. Open the clamp band’s screw and install it in the correct place over the handlebar.
2. Adjust the angle of the display so that it is easy to be seen while riding, and then use a 3mm
Allen key to tighten the clamp bolt. (Torque: 0.8 N·m)

ON/OFF BUTTON
To turn on the power, press and hold (>2 Sec.) till power is on the display. The display begins to
operate. Press and hold (>2 Sec.) again to power off the display.
NOTE: After 5 minutes of inactivity, the display will be automatically turned off.
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INSTALLING THE BOTTLE HOLDER
The bottle holder/cage doesn’t come as a standard extra with the bike but the Nireeka bike has a
standard mounting point on the frame where you can install your bottle cage on the bike frame using
the below structures.

1. Use an Allen key and remove the two bolts on the bike frame.
2. Now line the mounting holes with the holes on the frame. Put the screws and hand tighten them
back onto the frame.
3. Then use the Allen wrench and tighten the bottle holder securely. Now you’re ready to stay
hydrated on your ride!
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WOODEN BEAM
This beam is designed to protect the fork steerer when the shipping companies put the box on the wrong side!
You can easily remove the wooden beam of the front axle, where the front wheel should be installed thru-axle.
Open the shaft nut using a 7/8" (22mm) open-end wrench, to release the wooden beam.
You don't need this wood anymore.

FRAME PROTECTOR
There is a spare frame protector in the box that doesn't need to be installed since you already have one on your
bike; which protects the frame from hitting the fork.
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BATTERY AND CHARGER
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THE LED INDICATORS
1. Power Button: Unlike the other Nireeka
models, the power button of the battery is
located on the frame, next to the battery
lock.
2. Battery LEDs: There is no LED indicator
on the battery.
3. Discharge Connector: This connector
plugs into the male side of the battery
bracket when the battery is installed on
the bike.
Charger LEDs: When green, either the battery is
not connected or the battery is fully charged.
When red, it means the battery is charging. The
charger has a smart cut-off system. When the
battery is fully charged, it turns off automatically.

ATTENTION:
All the batteries are identical in dimensions
regardless of the capacity.
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REMOVING

THE

BATTERY

1. The battery lock is placed on the left side
of the bike. Rotate the key anticlockwise
to unlock it with your left hand.
(See photo No.1)

2. The battery drops in your right hand. Pull
it off to remove the battery.
(See photo No.2)

⚠ WARNING

Make sure you keep your hand under the
battery before unlocking it or the battery may
drop resulting in injury or damage to the
battery.

*Your NIREEKA NYX bike has been fitted with a
quick-release battery post fitting, which has a
separate door, and without using any key the
door can be opened and close.

REINSTALLING THE BATTERY

By removing the battery door, the bike can be
ridden as a conventional bike

1. Put the bottom side of the battery into the
frame.
2. Push the battery into the frame to hear the
click sound.

⚠ WARNING

Check carefully if the battery is secured.
Dropping the battery while riding can cause
serious damage.
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THE

BATTERY

1. Connect the charger power plug to the
outlet.
2. Remove the waterproof socket cover on the
battery.
3. Insert the charging plug into the battery's
charging port.

ATTENTION: Charge the battery on a flat surface
indoors, and do not leave it where you cannot see
it during charging.

1. Bottom of the battery
2. Charging port

⚠ WARNING

- Do NOT leave the battery while charging. The
battery and charger must be seen during the
charging time. Leaving the battery while
charging may lead to fire or serious damage.
- When charging the battery while it is mounted
on the bike, be careful not to trip over the
charger cord or get anything caught on it. This
may lead to injury or cause the bike to fall over,
or damage the components.
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DISPLAY
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DP C230/231.CAN

Power/Mode Button
1. "+" button
2. "-" button
Press and hold the power button to turn on the display/bike.
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Headlight indicator:
Only shows when the headlight is on. (not implemented on Nireeka products)
USB charging indicator:
When an external device connects to the display, it shows the USB symbol.
Battery level indicator:
Displays current battery level value.
Digital speed indicator:
Displays current speed value. Speed unit can be set in“Unit”.
Selected mode indicator:
Single-trip distance (TRIP) → Total distance ODO → Maximum speed (MAX) → Average speed (AVG)
→ Remaining distance (RANGE) → Energy consumption (CALORIES) → Time (TIME).
Data indicator:
Displays current data corresponding to the related mode.
Power/walk assistance indicator:
Displays the levels as“0”/“1”/“2”/“3”/ “4”/ “5”/``''. Briefly press (0.5S) + or - to switch the level. Touch
and hold (2S) to start “walk assistance” mode.
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DP C18

1. Power button
2. Menu
3. Light
4. "+" button
5. "-" button
Press and hold the power button to turn on the display/bike.
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1. Time indicator:
The time is represented in the 24-hour system and shows
the current time, time can be set in the “Set clock” menu.
2. USB charging indicator:
When an external device connects to the display, it shows
the USB symbol.
3. Headlight indicator:
Only shows when the headlight is on.
(not implemented on Nireeka products)
4. Speed scale indicator:
The scale value is in accordance with the digital value.
5. Selected mode indicator:
Single-trip distance (TRIP) → Total distance ODO → Maximum speed (MAX) → Average speed
(AVG) → Remaining distance (RANGE) → Energy consumption (CALORIES) → Time (TIME).
6. Battery level indicator:
Displays current battery level value.
7. Voltage/percentage indicator:
Displays actual battery level value, display mode can be set in the “Soc View”.
8. Digital speed indicator:
Displays current speed value. Speed unit can be set in“Unit”.
9. Power/current scale indicator:
Displays current output value, output unit can be set in “Power View” menu.
10. Power/walk assistance indicator:
Displays the levels as“0”/“1”/“2”/“3”/ “4”/ “5”/``''. Briefly press (0.5S) + or - to switch the level.
Touch and hold (2S) to start “walk assistance” mode.
11. Data indicator:
Displays current data corresponding to the related mode.
12. Riding mode indicator:
The current riding mode, “SPORT” or “ECO”, can touch and hold (2S) to switch between
modes.
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BIKE PARTS
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STEM
Nireeka comes with two types of stems:
1. Adjustable
2. Normal
ADJUSTING ADJUSTABLE STEM: Loosen the screws on
the right side with an Allen key, then adjust the
height to the desired degree, and finally tighten
the screw.

SADDLE/SEATPOST
1. Install your Seatpost by loosening the
Allen bolt where the Seatpost slides into
the frame.
2. Twist the seat to raise or lower the post as
needed and then tighten the bolt.
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SEATPOST DROPPER
The NIREEKA NYX ebike has a seat post dropper (31.6 mm).
It allows you to adjust the saddle height without requiring you to get off your bike or even stop moving
by pushing a lever on the handlebar, exactly like your gear shifter.
Simply stated, when riding in a seated position, push the lever and your body weight will drop the post
all the way down. While standing, push the lever again and the dropper post will pop back up into a
pre-set riding position.

MOTOR
The Nireeka NYX ebike comes with the Bafang M500 motor. (The throttle is not available on the
Bafang M500 motor).
The position of the M500 is in the middle of the frame, which ensures a comfortable balance of
the frame geometry, and the driving feeling is adapted to any rider.
The gears inside the electric motor are processed via gears, which ensure the highest possible
efficiency.
Motor power is limited to 250W (500W motor is available as an upgrade).
The M500 has a very interesting torque of 95Nm.
Bafang M500 uses a Pedal sensor, which consists of a torsion sensor and a speed sensor.
The weight of the M500 is 3.4Kg.
The temperature at which it can be used, from -20 ° C to + 45 ° C.
The Nireeka NYX ebike can be upgraded to the Bafang M600 motor, which the throttle is
available on this one. The Bafang M600 mid-drive motor powering this thing is incredible. It’s
listed as a 500 W, with 120 Nm of torque. There’s also a torque sensor built into the motor, which
helps it power you almost immediately after applying pressure to the pedals – there’s nearly zero
lag. The weight of the M600 is 3.9Kg.
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THROTTLE
Nireeka Nyx may come with a thumb throttle installed on the left side of the handlebar. It is
connected to the controller through the wire. (available on Bafang M600 motor)
When the display is on, push the throttle trigger gently to start moving.

⚠ WARNING

- Do not shift the gears when you’re on full throttle/PAS 3 (or more) or the gears/the cassette
might be damaged. You can only shift the gears when you’re at a constant speed and not
accelerating.

FULL SUSPENSION
-FORK: Nireeka Custom Fork, 160mm travel TurnKey damper
-REAR SHOCK: X-Fusion O2 220x55mm
-STEM: Nireeka aluminum alloy stem, 31.8mm, E: 50mm, +30 Degrees
-FRAME: Nireeka premium full carbon fiber frame, integrated down tube battery, enclosed internal
cable, dropper post routing, 120mm head tube, fully sealed cartridge bearings, 150mm of travel
A full-suspension trail bike offers greater traction and excitement on your mountain and off-road riding
adventures, and if you need a truly versatile mountain bike, you need a full suspension trail eMTB
bike. NIREEKA all-track full suspension trail electric bikes bring to you a perfect sense of professional
riding together with a high level of safety. Equipped with the high-end suspension system, it gives you
a significant travel range of 160mm on the front and 140-150mm on the rear shock. In order to fully
profit from your bike’s potential, the suspension should be set up for your weight. This setting is
commonly called «SAG», which corresponds to the compression of the suspension under the weight
of the rider. The level of SAG varies according to the type of fork and the type of usage of the bike,
Which is completely mentioned in the next section.
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ADJUSTING THE REAR SHOCK
Check the movement of your rear shock by releasing all air and moving the swing arm through its
complete stroke. Make sure that there is sufficient clearance between the rear shock and all other
components. Also, keep in mind to check the clearance between your rear shock and a lowered seat
post. Make sure the shock does not hit against the seat post in any position.
Tighten the screws by the frame’s manufacturer’s specifications.
Remember that these are the starting points and adjustments will vary based on rider ability, trail
conditions, frame design, and personal preference. After setting up your rear shock, check your sag to
make sure that you are within the recommended sag settings. The SAG is a value expressed as a
percentage and defines the length of displacement of the stanchions about the fork or shock body,
caused by your body weight when you are sitting on the bike.
The process to set the SAG on your shock is; that you simply need to follow these steps:
● Place the rubber O-ring against the shock’s body.
● Sit on the bike in a normal position and wear your usual riding kit (helmet, bag, and
accessories…). You can lean against a wall in order to avoid any sudden movements on the
bike. you're looking for that rubber ring to be about a third of the way along that stroke. If it's any
further down, that means your shock's too soft. So you're going to want to put a bit of air in it.
Same the other way round. If that's too hard, you're not getting enough sag. So 30% tends to
be a really good, all-around setup so that your shocks can be used in all that travel.
● Step off your bike gently to avoid a harsh movement which you can see sag adjustment fixed.

ATTENTION:
If your fork is not equipped with a rubber O-ring that you can use to see the SAG position, you can
place a plastic zip tie on the fork stanchion which will carry out the same function.
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ADJUSTING THE AIR PRESSURE
There are many considerations and factors as to how much pressure you should put inside your bike
tires. For instance, the rider’s weight can come into play because a rider with lighter weight requires a
different amount of tire pressure to keep them balanced. A heavier rider needs to ride on a bike with
much more pressure on the tires. The wheel size is also important to know about when filling up your
tires. Adjust the bike tire pressure so that you'll be somehow safe from accidents like blowouts.
Our body weight is naturally pushed toward the rear tire when we’re on the bike. This is because while
we ride, 40% of our body weight is distributed toward the front tire, and 60% is toward the rear tire.
That’s why the rear tire has to bear partially more weight than the front tire. To carry the extra weight,
you need to fill the back tire up with more air pressure than the front one. That being said, the back
tire’s PSI will be slightly higher. Although the difference might be very little like 2-3 PSI, that’s what
makes the tire perform better. For example, if your rear tire pressure is 24PSI, then you’ll need to set
the front pressure as 21/22PSI.

Rider’s weight

Ideal tire pressure

132 lbs / 60 kg

80 psi / 5.5 bar

158/ lbs / 72 kg

87 psi / 6 bar

187 lbs / 85 kg

94 psi / 6.5 bar

216 lbs / 98 kg

101 psi / 7 bar

242 lbs / 110 kg

108 psi / 7.5 bar

269 lbs / 122 kg

115 psi / 8 bar
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SUSPENSION

FORK

1. To increase or decrease Low-Speed
Compression (LSC) damping or adjust its
sagging, rotate the knob in the direction
indicated.
2. The Lockout* setting prevents the fork
from compressing until a significant
impact occurs. Rotate the lever, or actuate
the remote, to lock and unlock the
compression damper.
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MAINTENANCE
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After each ride, you should clean your bike with soapy water. We also advise you to wash the
battery and the display separately using a damp cloth. Dry them with the aid of a soft cloth.
Doing this will also enable you to carry out a visual check of the tubes of your bike (useful to
check for the start of any possible cracks). Before storing your bike away, lubricate the
transmission with a product specially designed for this. Also check the wear on your brakes,
any possible buckling of the wheels, and for any play.

⚠ WARNING

Do not use high-pressure water or air hoses for cleaning. It can force water into electric
components, which may cause malfunctioning. Do not use non-neutral soap solutions to wash
plastic components.

BATTERY
● The battery must be well cared for to optimize useful life and range. It is the responsibility of the
bike owner to ensure the battery is looked after properly. Incorrect use or storage of your
battery may cause damage and void your warranty.
● After a ride, fully recharge your battery as soon as it has cooled to room temperature.
● DO NOT use this battery with any other vehicle or appliance. Use of this battery with any other
product will void the warranty and may create a hazardous condition that could cause a fire,
resulting in severe injury, death, and/or property damage.
● Protect the battery from materials that may contaminate the charge port or the output port, such
as dirt and sand; the ports may be difficult or impossible to cleanout.
● Never subject the battery to intense physical shock or severe vibrations.
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CHAIN
The chain of your bike is an important part of it, so take the time to regularly check that no link
has become deformed or open as it could break while riding and cause a fall. To check the
chain tension, hold the chain in the middle section between the front and rear sprockets. Move
the chain up and down to check the slack on the chain, the chain tension needs to be adjusted.
The chain should be lubricated. Consult us to choose among the many types of chain lubes
best suited to your climate and riding conditions.

TORQUE
Correct tightening torque for the fasteners (bolts, screws, nuts) on your bike is very important to
your safety. Correct tightening torque for the fasteners is also important for the durability and
performance of your bike. We urge you to have your Dealer correctly teach you to torque all
fasteners using a torque wrench.

SADDLE/SEATPOST
Periodically, remove the seat post and the clamp assembly to clean, inspect for damage and
renew the application lubricate. For cleaning use a clean dry towel. Do not use solvents.
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DERAILLEURS
The pivot points on your derailleurs should be lubricated. Apply a small drop of oil to each pivot
point and wipe off the excess.

*In the end, of course, your individual maintenance requirements will be determined by
everything from your riding style to geographic location. Then consult your dealer for help in
determining your maintenance requirements.
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TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
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Item

Specification

Frame

Nireeka premium full carbon fiber frame, integrated down tube battery, enclosed internal cable,
dropper post routing, 120mm head tube, fully sealed cartridge bearings, 150mm of travel

Motor Bafang
M500

Speed 24, Power 250, Construction - Gear drive, Rated Voltage (DCV) - 48V, Max Torque (N.m) 95, Pedal Sensor - Speed and Torque Integrated, Weight (Kg) - 3.4, Noise Grade (dB) - < 55,
Operating Temperature -20-45℃

*Motor Bafang
M600

Speed 16, Power 500, Construction - Gear drive, Rated Voltage (DCV) - 48V, Max Torque (N.m) 120(+25), Pedal Sensor Speed and Torque Integrated, Weight (Kg) - 3.9(+0.5), Noise Grade (dB) - <
55, Operating Temperature -20-45℃

Battery 480Wh

Nireeka 48V 17.5 Ah, integrated battery, Capacity 480Wh, Range 0

*Battery 840Wh

Nireeka 48V 17.5 Ah, integrated battery, Capacity 840Wh, Range 58

Charger (Normal)

Rated Voltage (DCV) - 54.2, Amperage - 2A, Charging Time - (480Wh Battery) 6 Hours, Charging
Time - (840Wh Battery) 10.5 Hours

*Charger (Fast)

Rated Voltage (DCV) - 54.2, Amperage - 3A, Charging Time - (480Wh Battery)
Time - (840Wh Battery) 7 Hours
Charge the battery 60% faster

Display

Display Type LCD, Display Color Matrix Display, Rated Voltage(DCV) 48, Operating Temperature
-20 - 45℃, Com. Protocol
CAN, Trip Computer - Yes, Error Code Display - Yes, Walk Boost Yes, Backlight - Yes, USB Charge Port - No, IP X5, Certifications - CE / EN 15194 / REACH / ROHS

DP C230/231.CAN

4 Hours, Charging

*Display
DP C18

Display Type LCD, Display Color Matrix Display, Rated Voltage(DCV) 36/43/48, Operating
Temperature -20 - 45℃, Weight (g) - 202, USB Charge 5V 500mA, Dimensions (mm) - 98x63x69,
Holder (mm) - Ø 22.2/25.4/31.8, Cable Length(mm) / Connector Type - 230 M5.2 / 850 M5.2,
Waterproof IP 65, Certifications - CE / EN 15194 / REACH / ROHS

Suspension
X Fusion O2

Eye to Eye / Stroke - 215mm, Weight (g) - 228, RL Adjustments - 2 position Compression
Adjustment (open, lock), Rebound

Seatpost

Aluminum, (* 1. Carbon fiber , 2. Rockshox Reverb Stealth Dropper Travel - 125mm/Post Diameter
- 31.6 mm/Post Length - 301mm/Remote - 1X, Standard (L-Below, R-Above) )

Saddle

Sport Saddle, (* 1. Comfort Saddle , 2. EC90 Color - Black, Size 240mmx143mm, Shell Material
Leather, Weight (g)199 )

Pedal

Standard Pedal, (* Shimano Model No - PD-M520, Series - Deore M6000 Series, Color- Silver |
Black, Average weight (g) - 380 ( /pair), Binding - Dual Sided, Cartridge axle - Yes, Cleat included SM-SH51, Type - Off-Road (SPD) )

Handlebar

Aluminum, (* Carbonfiber - Nireeka carbon fiber, 31.8mm, 720mm width )
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Brake
Shimano Deore
BR-M6100

*Brake
Shimano SLX
BR-M7100

*Brake
Shimano Deore XT
BR-M8120
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Model - Hydraulic, Code - BR-M6100, Piston - 2, Levers - BL-M6100, Pads - resin ICE, Weight (g) 596
Model - Hydraulic, Code - BR-M7100, Piston - 2, Levers - BL-M7100, Pads - resin ICE, Weight (g) 850
Model - Hydraulic, Code - BR-M8120, Piston - 4, Levers - BL-M8120, Pads - resin ICE, Weight (g) 820

Rotor

Shimano Deore SM-RT56, 6-Bolt Disc Brake Rotor, Front (mm) - 180, Rear (mm) - 180
(* Shimano Deore XT SM-RT76, 6-Bolt Disc Brake Rotor, Front (mm) - 203, Rear (mm) - 180, Series
- ZEE M640 )

Fork

Rockshox 35 Silver TK, 160mm travel TurnKey damper

RearShock

RockShox Deluxe Select RS-DLX-SEL-B2 230x60

Stem

Nireeka aluminium alloy stem, 31.8mm, E: 50mm, +30 Degrees

Grips

RockBros TPR rubber

Rear Derailleur

Shimano XT RD-M8100-SGS, 12-speed

Shift Lever

Shimano SL-M8100, single-click lever, 12-speed

Cassette

Shimano XT CS-M8100, MICRO SPLINE, 12-Speed, HYPERGLIDE+, 10-51T

Chain

KMC – X12e Turbo

ChainRings

BAFANG Customized

Rims

DT Swiss H1900 SPLINE 27.5”, hookless alloy, tubeless-ready

Front Hub

DT Swiss thru-axle, 15/110mm, Disc IS (6-bolt), sealed cartridge bearings

Rear Hub

DT Swiss, 12/148mm, Disc IS (6-bolt), Shimano 12SP Steel (SS12), 3 Pawl

Spokes

DT Swiss, DT hybrid, 3-cross (1:1) pattern, DT ProLock Squorx ProHead nipple

Front Tire

Schwalbe EDDY CURRENT, ADDIX compound, 27.5x2.6"

Rear Tire

Schwalbe EDDY CURRENT, ADDIX compound, 27.5x2.8"

Lights

Motion Activated Smart Tail Light, Material - Aluminum, Battery Capacity - 500mAh, Waterproof - IP
X5, Lamp - LED, Modes - 7 Modes, Recharge - Micro USD

*

Upgraded items are shown as *, which you can choose them when you want to order your e-bike.
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GROUPSETS
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Nireeka Model

S-PART NO

SERIES

Nyx (US&EU)

KSLM610RA

DEORE

Nyx (US&EU)

KRDM610SGSL

Nyx (US&EU)

PART_CD

MODEL NO

DESCRIPTION

SL

SLM610R

SHIFT LEVER, SL-M610, DEORE RIGHT 10-SPEED, 2050MM INNER W/ OPTICAL
GEAR DISPLAY, BLACK

DEORE

RD

RDM610

KCSHG5010136

DEORE

CS

CSHG5010

CASSETTE SPROCKET, CS-HG50-10, 10-SPEED 11-13-15-17-19-21-24-28-32-36T
(BK), PRE-ASSEMBLED (CS CAP)

Nyx (US&EU)

E11-S

KMC

Electric

E11-S NP/BK

SUPER NARROW BICYCLE CHAIN FOR FAT EBIKE 10-SPEED CUSTOMIZED 128
LINKS, W/END PIN

Nyx (US&EU)

AM60002JNFPRX0
95

DEORE

BD

DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLED SET/J-kit, SHIMANO, BL-M6000(L), BR-M615(F), FOR
BRM6000KITM6 POST MOUNT, RESIN PAD(W/O FIN), 950MM HOSE(SM-BH90-SS BLACK)
15

Nyx (US&EU)

AM60002JTRXRX1
70

DEORE

BD

DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLED SET/J-kit, SHIMANO, BL-M6000(R), BR-M615(R), W/O
BRM6000KITM6 ADAPTER, RESIN PAD (W/O FIN), 1700MM HOSE(SM-BH90-SS BLACK)
15

Nyx (US&EU)

SMRT56S

DEORE

RT

SMRT54

FRONT ROTOR/DISC BRAKE, SM-RT56-S 160MM, 6-BOLT TYPE

Nyx (US&EU)

SMRT56M

DEORE

RT

SMRT56

REAR ROTOR/DISC BRAKE, SM-RT56-M 180MM, 6-BOLT TYPE

Nyx (US&EU)

QUANDO

FAT

NK

NPFH-1

FRONT HUB, NKPFH-1, 32-HOLE, O.L.D.150MM.
THRU-AXLE SHAFT DIAMETER: 15MM (BLACK),

REAR DERAILLEUR, RD-M610, DEORE, SGS 10-SPEED TOP-NORMAL, SHADOW
DESIGN, DIRECT ATTACHMENT (DIRECT-MOUNT COMPATIBLE), BLACK

Please notice that the specification of your ordered bike might be different from the mentioned specification on
the above tables.

Website: http://www.nireeka.com
User's manuals in other languages are available at http://www.nireeka.com/user_manual
FAQ: http://www.nireeka.com/faq
Forums: http://www.nireeka.com/forum
Help Center: https://nireeka.com/help-center
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